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About This Game

'Rabiez-Epidemic' is a realtime tactical game in zombie apocalypse setting, where the
couple of survivors have to fight against hordes of the infected.

Brought to you by the developer of 'AI: Rampage' - the well-received robot apocalypse survival game!

Guide your band of survivors as they attempt to escape the epicentre of the infection!

Safe places are hard to come by; danger is everywhere! Do you choose to merely survive, or attempt to stop the
epidemic in this territory?

Main Features

 Original combination of tactical elements and Arcade gameplay

 Realistic survivor AI

 Wide range of level types and settings

 Built on the custom, acclaimed engine that powers AI: Rampage!
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There is another "game" called AI Rampage, that looks exactly like this one. I guess we have another copypaste wannabe over
here.. Good strategy game to pass time. It could be better, but I had fun playing it. Worth buying when on sale.

Pros:
- Fun
- Good difficulty

Cons:
- No tutorial
- Menu is not user friendly
- Characters are very similar, so it's hard to distinguish initially
- Cops have the same velocity or are slower than the zombies, and have extremelly low damage. Quite frustrating, indeed

By the way, I think it would be good to add the option to assign group of characters to hotkeys.. Confusing mechanics, bad game
play, and just overall bad. Normally I'm very optimistic, but wow this is not good.. *sigh* It's just really annoying... Your police
have the worst pathfinding AI, they just walk straight toward the target. Hell, the zombies are better at navigating than these
guys (especially when a zombie is chasing them. Hell, then the zombie can even run faster than your guys too...) Also the
zombies have way too much health for 1 guy to have any hope of killing them (The Shinning level is impossible...)

Not worth $2, if you really want it though wait for a sale (I got it during summer sale in the top-down bundle for really cheap)..
Game is utterly broken. Cannot play it.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=xfwyuimcYsM

Pros:
-Very Cheap
-Tactical, needs careful position of your policeman
-Different levels

Cons
-No Randomized Maps
-No Multiplayer
-No Workshop
-No Map Editor
-Low Replayability

Overall for $2 bux the cons are expected and the game is more of a time killer. I would like to see the developer add at least
steam workshop with a map editor so the community can create custom maps, later on add randomized maps, multiplayer and so
on. But would I recommend the game? I would, it costs less than a burger and you have a small game that will keep you busy for
some time and besides you would support the develop to develop the game further or if not create a better version.
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Start game, crashes on menu, ctrl+alt+del, close from task manager, that's all i'll try. Uninstall. Pros:
-none

Cons:
-poor graphics
-confusing controls with unresponsive units
-game opens\/closes after every level or restart
-no replayability because its not fun
-not worth price
-difficulty settings make no sense

notes:
In what country\/universe do police wear green shirts and pink hats?
The game practically plays itself at the first setting but then there's no beating it on the second or third settings.. Decent but not
great.

Clanky controls,
tough to survive mechanics,
find everything too small for my eyes.
seem to rely on luck alot.

Spent more time reloading the scenerio, than actually playing it.

Playable for me, but might not suit others.
. Good strategy game to pass time. This is the worst zombie theme game i ever played in the world. Whatever the fk genre this
game is. Period. You press shoot they never shoot. You click move they runaway instead. You called that a game mechanic?
what a joke. This game is literally unplayable. Screenshot never works only shows black screen. Luckily the dev is even too
stupid to fix and patch bug and exploit of this game making it easier to achieve all the achievements with that horrible control
and unplayable gameplay. Thats the good news. No I don't recommend this game ever.. I had to play this crap game for 5
minutes just to leave this crap review.. great game ,recommend for anyone. it fun game, but the control is a bit hard.. This gotta
be the most boring game I have played this year, like what the hell dude? No papa bless, no good job.

Also add cards to this garbage.. What is this crap?
No tutorial, no story, very very very very very (etc.) bad controls, op zombies, unplayable.
Got it for 0.08 euros, but even for free it would be too much to pay. Give me back my 5 minutes of life pl s
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